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Study award as well. The position is open until filled, so please act quickly!

This position is well suited for an advanced undergraduate student in data analytics, computer science, modeling, addition, this role will assist the Office of DEI in establishing systems for collecting data and generating reports. In partnership with Mason’s Registration Dr, Arlington, VA 22201

policymakers and other critical stakeholders, and navigating existing and sectors working alongside innovators and entrepreneurs, Byrnes will offer insights on leadership, building high-functioning teams, engaging experiences from his decades-long career in the private and public

Congratulations to:

Undergraduate Research Position: Data & Diversity in the Arlington

Deadline: October 01, 2022

Research and Action Competition Driven by Community Priorities Process

Deadline: June 03, 2022

System Research

Deadline: May 07, 2022

National Institute of Health - NLM Research Grants in Biomedical Informatics and Data Science (R01 Clinical


Trial Optional)

Department of the Air Force-

Deadline: May 07, 2022

Conducting a Systematic Literature Search on the Role of Social Capital in Early Education Outcomes.

From Great Ideas to Global Impact

Declare to use the power, justice, and the public impact of new technologies while imagining and creating more just and equitable technology. The platform is a project of the Council’s Just Tech program, which investigates questions of technology.

On March 1, the Social Science Research Council will launch the Just Tech platform, a new website dedicated to

Register

session, featuring remarks from

Join us at 1:00 p.m. ET on March 1

Just a reminder that the final seed funding deadline from
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Just featured your profile

There is no financial burden to you or your departments for affiliation with the institute. Participation in IDIA

Vivian Genaro Motti is an Assistant Professor in the

Visit the

InnovAtion.

Institute for Biohealth Innovation

Institute for a Sustainable Earth

HCD Lab, leadership, and expertise in human-centric design to advance fields as diverse as finance, education, built infrastructure, science, economics, agriculture, health,

Become part of the
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The goal of this opportunity is to advance

The Human-Centric Design Lab, research institutes;

stakeholder engagement and support planning activities to secure transdisciplinary basic and translational

Research:

Take It to the Next Level – Multidisciplinary

Impact (ORIEI)

Just a reminder that the final seed funding deadline from

Dear Colleagues,

Serve as

Compete for

Did you know that, as an IDIA faculty affiliate, you are eligible to:

affiliated, we encourage you to submit your profile

At MetroLab’s 2nd Annual Student Cup

For applications of the

The Smith School of Business at George Mason University and the United States Air Force Base (AFB) are partnering to sponsor

Join the Human-Centric Design Lab’s (HCD Lab) coffee hours where you can connect with students and

MetroLab’s 2nd Annual Student Cup - a pitch competition that challenges graduate and undergraduate students to present their ideas for how emerging technologies might be used to advance civic innovation in various domains, from power, justice, and the public impact of new technologies while imagining and creating more just and equitable technology.

The Human-Centric Design Lab, research institutes;

stakeholder engagement and support planning activities to secure transdisciplinary basic and translational

Research:

Take It to the Next Level – Multidisciplinary

Impact (ORIEI)